The article here reviewed is the first serious work published in the U.S.S.R. in the field of Mongolian studies after a long period during which comparative linguistics were forbidden. As stated in note 1 on page 30, this article is an introduction to a comparative grammar of Mongolian languages which is being compiled by Sanžeev. As I, too, have been working on a comparative grammar of the Mongolian languages for a rather long time, it is as a matter of course that I have read Sanžeev’s article with keen interest, not only as a fellow Mongolist but also as his former university professor. The fact that two Mongolists have been working on the same subject simultaneously is evidence that the compilation of a comparative grammar of Mongolian languages is timely. It is questionable, however, whether such a grammar can be very detailed. I have cautiously entitled my own work Introduction to Mongolian Comparative Studies, because I think that the task of writing a complete comparative grammar still rests with the future.

Sanžeev’s article deserves attention, although it is not of high academic quality. Written in the language of propaganda pamphlets, it is replete with expressions which are inadmissible in an article of a truly scientific nature. Thus, on page 33, Sanžeev speaks about the Mongols at the time of Chingis Khan, “that enslaver of peoples,” and, a few lines below that, he mentions the military expeditions of “the man-hater Chingis Khan” (человеконенавистника Чингисхана). On the same page we also learn that the Mongolian people were exhausted in consequence of the military expeditions “of their exploiters” and the wars “for the benefit of the greediness of the Mongolian feudal lords.” On page
the armies of Chingis Khan are called "beastly hordes." We find such expressions as "the bourgeois nationalists" who "polluted the Burjat language for the purpose of counter-revolution and sabotage" (page 88). These and numerous other expressions of this kind create a very sad impression, particularly for one who knew Garma Dantsaranović in earlier days.

On page 37, Sanžeev states that in consequence of "the victory of the Chinese people guided by their leader Mao Tse-tung" the Oirats ultimately obtained the possibility of developing their language and literature. I do not know the source of Sanžeev's information about the Oirats, but I doubt that the group of Oirats called Kalmucks are in so fortunate a position as their fellow-tribesmen under Mao's guidance.¹

Sanžeev's book is written in full accordance with Stalin's statements concerning linguistics (cf. pages 43, 67-69, 74-77, etc.) and the occasional remarks of Engels about the American Indians (pages 44-45) and the Frankish dialect (pages 96, 115-116). Thus, in this respect, it is a book reflecting official doctrines. This fact is important to note, because it explains many of Sanžeev's statements.

On page 34, Sanžeev says that, as a consequence of the disintegration of Chingis Khan's empire, the unity of the Mongolian language also dissolved. I think that the unity of the Mongolian language dissolved long before the collapse of the empire. It should be noted that Sanžeev uses, instead of the term "the dissolution of the linguistic unity," the very queer expression "the uniform Mongolian language became bankrupt" (потерпел крах). This expression occurs time and again on pages 34, 77, etc. It is, as a matter of fact, the expression which Stalin used in his speech on linguistics. Obviously, it has become part of the Soviet official linguistic terminology.

A serious contradiction is found in Sanžeev's work. As remarked above, on page 34 of his article, he says that the unity of the Mongolian language dissolved in consequence of the collapse of Chingis Khan's empire, and a few lines below he states that the

¹ All Kalmucks were deported in 1943 behind the Urals for not having fought the Germans.
unity was broken up before a uniform literary language could be created. It is known, however, that the Mongols already had a written language in the first quarter of the XIIIth century, whereas the collapse of the empire occurred more than one century later. That the Mongolian written language spread rapidly throughout the vast territory held by the Mongols is evident from the fact that ancient inscriptions and other documents in Mongolian were found in Transbaikalia, Mongolia, the Kansu province, East Turkestan, and Russia (in the last, the so-called p'ai-tzu, fragments of a manuscript written on birch bark found on the bank of the Volga River, etc.) . Sanžeev's statement that the Mongolian script at the beginning of the XIIIth century was hardly older than two decades is not improbable, but it is a hypothesis which cannot be corroborated by any facts. A grave chronological error is found in his statement concerning the language of the Mogols "who established themselves in Afghanistan as an outpost of Chingis Khan's empire." According to Sanžeev, their language was the first to diverge from that spoken by the majority of the Mongols. It is known, however, that the Mogols came to Afghanistan only under Hülegü (Hulagu) many years after Chingis Khan, and that they maintained their contact with other Mongols in Turkestan through the entire period of the Timurides. In this connection, I should remark that the weakest points of Sanžeev's article are the chronology and the lack of a knowledge of history. Even where he discusses the origin of the Buriat dialects (page 100 ff.), a subject which is more familiar to him, he replaces true history with analogies to the history of Russian dialects and disregards the fact that the present territory of the Buriats was occupied in the XIIIth century, according to Rašid ad-Dīn, not only by the Ikires (obvious ancestors of the Ekhirit tribe of the Buriats), Bulayačin (probable ancestors of the Bulagats), and Qori (the ancestors of the Khorī-Buriats), but also by the Merkid at the lower course of the Selenga River and
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² Н. Н. Поппе, Золотоордынская рукопись на бересте, Советское Востоковедение, т. II, Ленинград-Москва, 1941, p. 81 ff.

³ It should be noted that instead of the outstanding works of Shakhmatov, Sobolevski, Mikkola, Vasmber, etc. only a few general statements of Lenin are quoted by Sanžeev.
on the Kilyo (presently Khilok) and Chikoi Rivers, by the Bar-
yud who live in Manchuria at the present time, by the tribe of the
Qorčić whose name is preserved in the Tungus appellation of the
Bargut (*korčihol), and by many other tribes. Thus, in the ter-
ritory of Sanžeev’s native district, the Alar area, a village still
exists which is called Khurkhat. This name goes back to *quriqad,
a plural of *quriqan the latter being the tribal name Üč Quriqan
“The Three Quriqan” mentioned in the Orkhon inscriptions of
the VIIIth century. Not far from Alar the Zalari (Залари) rail-
road station is located. Its Buriat name is Zalãr < *Jalayîr the
latter being the name of a tribe still living in Inner Mongolia.
In concluding this excursion into Buriat prehistory, I should like
to point out that the name of the city of Irkutsk originated from
the river Irkut, in Buriat ērxû < *erkegiin, the latter being the
word for Christians in the XIIIth-XIVth centuries. The latter
name probably comes from the tribes of the Kereyid and Naiman
who lived in adjacent areas at that time. Thus, the history of
the Buriats is not so simple as it may appear in some quarters.
Only thorough historical research aided by archaeological data
will help us to solve this problem, not conclusions drawn from
analogical developments in Kievan Russia as some have under-
stood them.

On page 35, Sanžeev repeats the antiquated opinion that Dagur
contains a great number of Manchu-Tungus elements. As I have
demonstrated in my publications,¹ Dagur is a conservative Mon-
golian language preserving certain features characteristic of Mid-
dle Mongolian. On the same page, Sanžeev correctly states that
the Oirat dialects already differed from other Mongolian dialects
in the XIIIth-XIVth centuries, as is evident from what Raṣid
al-Dîn tells us about them,² but Sanžeev’s remark on page 36
that the modern Oirat dialects differ very little from the language
of the XIIIth century cannot be taken seriously. Whether they
differ greatly or little depends upon what is meant by these terms.

¹Н. Н. Поппе, Дагурско наречие, Ленинград, 1930; Н. Поппе, “Über die
²If I am not mistaken this was noted first in my book Монгольский словарь
The fact remains, however, that the Oirat dialects have lost their initial \( h \) (\textit{harban} \( \rightarrow \) \( ar\nu\nu \) “ten”), the “breaking” of the vowel \( *i \) has occurred (\textit{miqan} \( \rightarrow \) \( ma\chi\eta \) “meat”), the vowel \( *e \) has developed into \( \ddot{o} \) in some positions (\textit{ebüsün} \( \rightarrow \) \( ö\nu\nu \) “hay”), all short vowels have disappeared in the non-initial syllables (\textit{har-

\textit{yasun} \( \rightarrow \) \( ar\gamma\nu\nu \) “dry dung”), the diphthongs have developed into long vowels (\textit{dalai} \( \rightarrow \) \( dal\ddot{a} \) “sea”), the group \( *a\gamma u \rightarrow a'u \) has become \( u \), etc. (\textit{a\gammaula} \( \rightarrow \) \( a'ula \rightarrow \ddot{u}l\nu \) “mountain”), etc. These developments show that the phonological difference alone is considerable.

On page 37, Sanžeev expresses his regret that the Oirat dialects are insufficiently explored. He says that his knowledge of these dialects is fragmentary and based only on data from the dialects spoken in Northwestern Mongolia. This needs a lot of explanation. As a matter of fact, the Oirat dialects are better known than any other Mongolian language, because Oirat includes the Kalmuck language which is well studied. There are large dictionaries (e.g., by Ramstedt, Basangov, etc.) and excellent grammars (by Kotwicz, Ramstedt, etc.). It should be noted that Sanžeev himself spent a long time in the former Autonomous Kalmuck Republic in the Volga region and published a Kalmuck grammar. It is commonly known that the Kalmuck republic was dissolved in December 1943 and the Kalmucks were deported beyond the Urals to places unknown. Their name has become taboo and is no longer mentioned in the new edition of the \textit{Great Soviet Encyclopaedia} and in Russian books on history and geography. It is as if they had never existed. Of course, this makes any mention of the Kalmuck dialects impossible for Sanžeev, who must pretend to an inadequate knowledge of the Kalmuck language.

On page 40, Sanžeev enumerates the Mongolian languages. He counts six of them, namely Mogol, Monguar, Dagur, Oirat, Buriat, and “Mongolian proper” (i.e., the language spoken in Outer and Inner Mongolia, namely Khalkha, Chakhar, Urgus, etc.). I am pleased to state that this classification coincides with that in my \textit{Comparative Grammar}. I also treat these six languages as separate languages and not dialects of a smaller number of languages.

\*Г. Д. Санжев, Грамматика калмыцкого языка, Москва-Ленинград, 1940.
The only difference is that in my comparative grammar seven languages and not six are discussed, because I also include the Kalmuck language. Otherwise, our schemes are similar and I agree with Sanžeev in this aspect.

To facilitate comparison of my scheme with that of Sanžeev, I give mine here:

I West Mongolian  II East Mongolian
1. Mogol       1. Dagur
2. Oirat       2. Monguor (also Shirongol, etc.)
3. Kalmuck     3. Mongol (Khalkha, Urdus, etc.)
4. Buriat

I should add, however, that this scheme is not absolutely new, because it is found in a less elaborate form in Vladimirov's *Comparative Grammar.*

Some inadequacies in Sanžeev's work are attributable to the inaccessibility of recent publications in Western languages. Thus, Sanžeev remarks that he has had no opportunity to see the Monguor grammar by the Reverend Antoine Mostaert (page 66). This explains why he still believes that the Secret History is not explored and that the language in which it is written is different from anything else known to science (page 45.) This is not quite correct, because after the appearance of the posthumous work of Pelliot and the outstanding work of the Reverend Antoine Mostaert, the article of Hänisch, and my article on the relation of the language of the Secret History to that of the hP'ags-pa script, the Secret History and other documents of the
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1 Б. Я. Владимиров, Сравнительная грамматика монгольского письменного языка и халхасского наречия, Введение и фонетика, Лениград, 1929, p. 17-18.
Yüan period are open to research and much has already been achieved in this field. It should also be added that many valuable observations on the language of the Secret History and preclassical written Mongolian are found in the important works of CLEAVES.

On page 58, SANŻEEV states that the hP'ags-pa script was introduced for all languages spoken by the subjects of the Yüan Empire, i.e., Mongolian, Chinese, Tibetan, Uighur, and Sanscrit. First of all, the Yüan Empire never had any subjects speaking Sanscrit and, secondly, Tibetan has to be excluded, because the hP'ags-pa is based on the Tibetan script.

On page 59, SANŻEEV correctly reminds that there is reason to believe that hP'ags-pa was not used only for official documents, but also for "unofficial" books. The well-known fragment in hP'ags-pa script discovered by MANNERHEIM has been identified as a fragment of the didactic work Subhāṣītaratnanidhi. SANŻEEV has probably not seen the recent article of AALTO who made this identification.

The dative-locative suffix is always -da or -dur in the hP'ags-pa

---


script, but this is not the result of a "confusion" of t and d, as Sanžeev believes (page 60). On the contrary, this is an instance of the preservation of an older stage. The suffixed consonant *d became t at a later period (after the XIVth century). Cf. Khalkha galda "to the fire" but adagta "at the end." The suffixed consonant is always d in Monguor and is preserved in many cases also in Dagur.

It is not correct to speak of three different suffixes of the so-called nomen futuri, i.e., -qu, -qui, and -quun as Sanžeev does (l. c.). As I have observed, the suffix -quun is the plural form, while -qui is the suffix of the singular form. Thus, there are only two forms, i.e., one in -qu and another one in -qui their mutual relation being the same as in mayu-mayui "evil," qaranγu-qaranγui "darkness," ajuyu-ajuyui "was," etc.

Sanžeev is right when he believes that all Moslem sources on Mongolian, including the dictionary Muqaddimat al-Adab represent one and the same language (page 61). All of them are sources of what I call Western Middle Mongolian.

Sanžeev mentions several times the "breaking" of the vowel *i and in the comparative grammar which he is preparing he seems to distinguish between several types of breaking which he calls the first, the second, and the third breaking. As a matter of fact only one breaking occurred. It started only in the second half of the Middle Mongolian period, i.e., in the second half of the XIV century and first occurred in Western Middle Mongolian the descendents of which are Mogol, Oirat, and Kalmuck. Sanžeev regards the "appearance" of such words as qadár "bridle" (page 62) as a consequence of the "first" breaking, but the truth is that -d- in qadár is primary. It occurs not only in the Secret History, in Muqaddimat al-Adab, Monguor, Mogol, and

17 Н. Н. Попне, История монгольской письменности, т. I, Квадратная письменность, Москва-Ленинград, 1941, p. 45.
18 A. de Smedt et A. Mostaert, op. cit., p. 18.
19 Попне, Дагурское наречие, p. 153.
20 Попне, Квадратная письменность, p. 48-49.
21 I am afraid these three breakings are the result of blindly following the pattern of Russian historical grammar, which distinguishes between the first and second Slavic palatalization, which, together with the softening of the syllables ы, Ы, and ым into и, И, and И respectively, makes three.
Dagur (in the last it is χαδάλα), but even as a very old borrowing in Tungus (cf. kadamăr "bridle"). There are many more examples with -d- in Mongolian languages: Mogol qadår < *qadayar || *qadiyăr > ḳadāyăr > Urduš χadžār, in the same manner as Mo. qadurur "sickle" < *qadurur || *qadiyur > *qaṭiyur > Bur. ḳaḍūr "scythe." I have found many such examples and the explanation is that we find traces of a very old, probably pre-Mongolian alternation i-α. It is not difficult to prove that Mongolian -*j- is of secondary origin, because in Ancient Turkic its equivalent is -d-, e. g., Mo. kijayar < *qijayar < *qiğiyar < *qiğiyar "frontier, edge" = Turkic qidiy || qiziγ || qiyiγ "edge, border," etc.

Sanžeev's article does not contain any reference to his sources. On pages 31-32, he states that he used "the entire material contained in the works of our native Mongolists " (whom he enumerates) "and also the foreign explorers G. Ramstedt, A. Mostaert, L. Ligeti, and others." Numerous examples taken from the ḫP'ags-pa documents, the dictionary Muqaddimat al-Adab, the Dagur language, etc. and formulations of phonetic laws taken almost verbatim from my works 22 are appreciated by me as evidence that Sanžeev accepts many results of my work. In this connection, I should like to point out that certain amendments to my older works, made in my recent publications, have remained unknown to Sanžeev. Therefore, I should correct and complete some of his statements.

On page 65, Sanžeev remarks that the vowels *o and *u have developed in Dagur into oa and sometimes into o. This formulation taken from my book Дагурскоё наручие (page 110) has been emended in a recent article in which I have stated that *o and *u of the initial syllable have developed into oa in Dagur only when followed by *a in the second syllable. When followed by *u they result in o.23

Likewise, two of the examples illustrating the development of the final consonant into l in Dagur, also taken from my book, are

22 As a matter of course, Sanžeev could not have quoted my works.

not correct. This fact which I only recently discovered is herein published for the first time. The words in question are the Dagur ńidźěl = Mo. nįįged “by one, each one” and emēkē- = Mo. emūske- “to put on (a garment), to dress.” 24 The Dagur form ńidźél is not an example of the development -*d > l, as I believed in 1930, because the form nįįelel or nįįelel is found in the Secret History. It is much older than Mo. nįįged. The latter arose by analogy with γyrbaγad “by threes,” dörbeged “by fours,” etc., which are regular plural forms of *γyrbaγal and *dörbegel respectively (as τυρύd “calves” from τυρυ̂l “calf,” τūsımęd “officials” from τūsımėl “official,” etc.). Thus, the old system was obviously nįįgel (a singular form) but γyrbaγad (plural). By analogy with γyrbaγad the numeral “one” also appeared in this plural form.

The other word, i.e., emēkē- is not an example of the development of -s into l as I then believed, because the consonant l belongs to the suffix of the causative verbs -lkē- < -*lge- before which the final *s has disappeared.

It is not possible to dwell on all the minor inaccuracies found in Sanžeev’s article. Although they are numerous and the theory about three subsequent breakings of *i contradicts everything already definitely established, Sanžeev’s article and his forthcoming comparative grammar deserve attention. I should add, in conclusion, that allowance should be made for the conditions under which Sanžeev is working. On the one hand, he has to comply with official “theories” and political developments and, on the other hand, he has had, to judge by his article, no access to new publications. Although his article contains, without doubt, some new and interesting ideas, it is not likely that Sanžeev’s Comparative Grammar will replace Vladimirtsov’s work.

Nicholas Poppe

University of Washington

24 Санжеев, р. 65; Дагурско наречие, р. 141.